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NEW QUESTION: 1
Ihr Unternehmen verfÃ¼gt Ã¼ber lokale Server und einen
Microsoft Azure Active Directory-Mandanten.
Vor einigen Monaten wurde der Azure AD
Connect-IntegritÃ¤tsagent auf allen Servern installiert.
Sie Ã¼berprÃ¼fen regelmÃ¤ÃŸig den IntegritÃ¤tsstatus aller
Server.
KÃ¼rzlich haben Sie versucht, den IntegritÃ¤tsstatus eines
Servers mit dem Namen Server1 anzuzeigen, und festgestellt,
dass der Server NICHT in der Liste der Azure Active Directory
Connect-Server aufgefÃ¼hrt ist.
Sie vermuten, dass ein anderer Administrator Server1 aus der
Liste entfernt hat.
Sie mÃ¼ssen sicherstellen, dass Sie den IntegritÃ¤tsstatus von
Server1 anzeigen kÃ¶nnen.
Welche zwei MÃ¶glichkeiten gibt es, um das Ziel zu erreichen?
Jede richtige Antwort bietet eine vollstÃ¤ndige LÃ¶sung.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
A. FÃ¼hren Sie in Windows PowerShell die
Register-AzureADConnectHealthSyncAgent-Cmdlet.
B. FÃ¼hren Sie in der Azure Cloud-Shell das
Connect-AzureAD-Cmdlet aus.

C. Installieren Sie auf Server1 den Azure AD
Connect-IntegritÃ¤tsagenten neu.
D. Ã„ndern Sie auf Server1 den Starttyp der Azure AD
Connect-IntegritÃ¤tsdienste in Automatisch.
E. Ã„ndern Sie auf Server1 den Starttyp der Azure AD
Connect-IntegritÃ¤tsdienste in Automatisch (verzÃ¶gerter
Start).
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation
question states that another administrator removed Server1 from
the list. To view the health status of Server1, you need to
re-register the AD Connect Health Sync Agent. You can do this
manually by running the Register-AzureADConnectHealthSyncAgent
cmdlet. Alternatively, you can reinstall the Azure AD Connect
Health agent. The Azure AD Connect Health agent is registered
as part of the installation.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/hybrid/
how-to-connect-health-agent-install

NEW QUESTION: 2
You had been taking a short vacation, and when you come into
work on Monday morning, Orange is already at your door, waiting
to talk to you.
"We're got a problem," Orange says, "It seems that the password
used by our Vice President of Engineering has been compromised.
Over the weekend, we found this account had logged into the
network 25 times. The Vice President was not even in the office
over the weekend."
"Did we get the source of the compromise yet?"
"No, but it won't surprise me if it is our new neighbors at
MassiveCorp. I need to you to come up with a realistic plan and
bring it to me tomorrow afternoon. This problem must be
resolved, and like everything else we do not have unlimited
funds so keep that in mind."
Based on this information, choose the best solution to the
password local authentication problem in the Executive
building.}
A. Since you are aware of the significance of the password
problems, and since you do not have unlimited funds, you plan
to address this problem through education and through
awareness. You write up a plan for Orange that includes the
following points: 1.All end users are to be trained on the
methods of making strong passwords 2.All end users are
instructed that they are to change their password at a minimum
of every 30 days. 3.The administrative staff is to run
password-checking utilities on all passwords every 30 days.
4.All end users are to be trained on the importance of never
disclosing their password to any other individual. 5.All end
users are to be trained on the importance of never writing down

their passwords where they are clearly visible.
B. Since you are aware of the significance of the password
problems, you plan to address the
problem using technology. You write up a plan for Orange that
includes the following points:
1.For all executives you recommend no longer using passwords,
and instead migrating to a tokenbased authentication system.
2.You will install the RSA SecurID challenge-response token
system.
3.You will create SecurID user records for each user to match
their domain accounts.
4.You will assign each user record a unique token.
5.You will hand deliver the tokens to the correct executive.
6.Users will be required to use tokencodes from the One-Time
tokencode list. The tokencodes will
be alphanumeric and will be 4 characters long.
7.The tokens will replace all passwords for authentication into
each user Windows system.
C. Since you are aware of the significance of the password
problems, you plan to address the problem using technology. You
write up a plan for Orange that includes the following points:
1.You will reconfigure the Testbed.globalcorp.org domain to
control the password problem. 2.You will configure AD in this
domain so that complex password policies are required. 3.The
complex password policies will include:
a.Password length of at least 8 characters
b.Passwords must be alphanumeric
c.Passwords must meet Gold Standard of complexity
d.Passwords must be changed every 30 days
e.Passwords cannot be reused
D. Since you are aware of the significance of the password
problems, you plan to address the
problem using technology. You write
up a plan for Orange that includes the following points:
1.For all executives you recommend no longer using passwords,
and instead migrating to a tokenbased authentication system.
2.You will install the RSA SecurID time-based token system.
3.You will create SecurID user records for each user to match
their domain accounts.
4.You will assign each user record a unique token.
5.You will hand deliver the tokens to the correct executive.
6.Users will be allowed to create their own PIN, which will be
4 characters long.
7.The tokens will replace all passwords for authentication into
each user Windows system.
E. Since you are aware of the significance of the password
problems, plan to address the problem
using technology. You write up a plan for Orange that includes
the following points:
1.For all executives you recommend no longer using passwords,
and instead migrating to a

biometric solution.
2.You will install retinal scanners at every user desktop in
the executive building.You will install
retinal scanners at every user? desktop in the executive
building.2.You will install retinal scanners
at every user desktop in the executive building.You will
install retinal scanners at every user?
desktop in the executive building.
3.You will personally enroll each user at each desktop.3.You
will personally enroll each user at
each desktop.
4.You will instruct each user on the proper positioning and use
of the scanner.4.You will instruct
each user on the proper positioning and use of the scanner.
5.The biometric system will replace all passwords for
authentication into each user Windows
system.The biometric system will replace all passwords for
authentication into each user?
Windows system.5.The biometric system will replace all
passwords for authentication into each
user Windows system.The biometric system will replace all
passwords for authentication into each
user? Windows system.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Exhibit:
Refer to the exhibit, Which type of attack is illustrated?
A. CAM overflow
B. IP address spoofing
C. ARP spoofing
D. ICMP flood
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
A GRE tunnel has been created between HO and BR routers.
What is the tunnel IP on the HQ router?
A. 10.111.111.2
B. 209.165.202.134
C. 209.165.202.130
D. 10.111.111.1
Answer: D
Explanation:
In the above output, the IP address of "209.165.202.130" is the
tunnel source IP while the IP 10.111.1.1 is the tunnel IP
address.

An example of configuring GRE tunnel is shown below:
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